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Introdcution

Applications of matrices are faced in most scientific fields.
Particularly, in physics, including classical mechanics, optics, 
electromagnetism, quantum mechanics, and quantum electrodynamics, 
they are used to study physical phenomena, such as the motion of rigid 
bodies.

Coordinate Transformation
In many problems we will need to use different coordinate systems in order to 
describe different vector physical quantities. The above operations, written in 
component form, only make sense once all the vectors involved are described with 
respect to the same frame.
In several situations we need to know how these physical quantities are given in 
other frames. 
We need hence to see how the components of a vector are transformed when we 
change the reference frame.

We focus here on the cases dealing with rotation
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Application: Coordinate Transformation- Rotation

A vector OP given in two different frames

O
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Application: Coordinate Transformation- Rotation

Coordinates in the Frame (x,y,z)
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The previous 3 relations (in 3 dimensions) can be written in matrix-form

as function of the scalar product between the unit vectors of the two 

systems of coordinates

Application: Coordinate Transformation- Rotation
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Application:  Rotation about X-axis

i=i’

vector A

Called: transformation matrix

مصفوفة الانتقال

2الاحداثيات في المرجع (ضرب بين متجهات الوحدة) 1الاحداثيات في المرجع 

Simply, becomes

Because unit vectors 

Have magnitude 1

Property:                           the transpose of the 

Transformation   

Matrix will transform A’  back to 
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Application:  Rotation about X-axis

i=i’

vector A

transformation matrix

مصفوفة الانتقال

(Xدوران حول محور )

Ex:
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Application:  Rotation about X-axis

i=i’

point P

Sol:

Note:   If you compute the magnitude of the OP vector in the two systems

Of coordinates you will find them equal.

Any scalar quantity is invariant under coordinates transformation 

(و هي خاصية مهمة في الفيزياء)


